
ABOUT OUR BRANDS

C-ZONE is designed and created in the Netherlands. On trend urban innovation uniquely hand crafted 
for every face!  ‘C’ for - Cool - Color - Comfort -these are essentials elements in every C-Zone frame!.
Cool – be cool and make a fashion statement with a frame that expresses who you are.
Color – fun & intriguing colors skillfully blended to enhance your face.
Comfort – artistic blend of lightweight materials and modern designs for that face-friendly t.

CIECIE is an extraordinary collection of value eyewear with a wide variety of styles for everyone who
appreciates quality and comfort.  CIE is the essential eyewear collection for men and women with 
universal appeal, offering a great style selection, ranging from traditional to trendy.  CIE offers an 
eclectic assortment of discerning color palettes produced from carefully selected materials, including 
Mazzucchelli zyl, multi-layered acetates, and stainless steel. The frames feature spring hinges and exi-
ble temples to provide for a comfortable t.

GIOS GIOS - the beauty and charm of Italy captivates you with its rich culture, heritage, and artistic creativi-
ty. These are all skillfully woven into a colorful and intriguing tapestry, portraying the ‘sweet life of Italy’. 
Italian artisans are renowned for their skilled workmanship, creative designs, and extraordinary style. 
Gios embodies the spirit of Italy encapsulating Authentic Italian craftsmanship, elegant styling, and 
fashion chic. Made from quality materials including Titanium and Mazzucchelli acetates in rich color 
hues and constructed with specialty hardware components which are skillfully fabricated into each 
frame design. These are the essential elements behind the inspiration of the creation of Gios Italia 
boasting exceptional Italian class and style!  Be Italian. Be inspired!

KingslKingsley Rowe eyewear balances craftsmanship and design. Designed in Los Angeles, the brand’s 
unisex collection is available in sun and optical styles. Drawing from vintage and contemporary
inuences.  The brand is immediately recognized by the signature hexnut, found on the frame front 
and temple tip. The precise and equal points of the hexnut detail represent the symbolic balance
between the brand’s classic heritage craftsmanship and modern contemporary style.

Lisa Loeb Eyewear inspired by the Grammy Award winning singer and songwriter's signature cat-eye 
look. The collection features frames for every look and occasion, bridging the gap between the
wworkplace and every day chic. Frames are accentuated with marbleized guitar picks on temple tips, 
mirroring Lisa's musical roots. The collection is right on trend with its cat-eye and retro shapes. Lisa 
Loeb eyewear is eyewear that denes a life. Yours.

William Morris London - designed and colored in London with a quirky and stylish take on eyewear, 
this fashion forward collection is for the young minded individual. Directional yet highly sellable, the 
William Morris London collection offers strong margins in bold and courageous British styles for every 
personality.

TThe William Morris Black Label collection offers rich and exclusive Mazzucchelli acetate styles with 
luxurious styling in sophisticated designs. Every frame has unique weighted tip ends for perfect
balance and include the iconic ‘WM’ logo detail. Shortlisted twice for frame of the year, this rened, 
premium collection gives a nod to yesterday but is nished with a modern elegance.

Charles Stone New York’s stunning collection takes its inspiration from the New York scene of the 
seventies and eighties with each frame taking a distinct personality to include iconic details for a
decidedly contemporary attitude.


